
PSCI 4330.001               Prof. Richard Ruderman 
Fall 2020                 (off campus) 133 Wooten Hall                                                                                                 
MW 2-3:20         Office Hours (on Zoom): T/F 11-12  
e-mail: Richard.Ruderman[at]unt.edu                              (and by appointment) 
(I don’t respond on Friday night/Saturdays; please identify yourself and the subject clearly)  
 

TOPICS IN POLITICAL THEORY: 
The Political Thought of Homer 

“I believe in the Reason/ 
Of a man who’s been hurt a little too much” 

--Sam & Dave, “I Can’t Stand Up for Falling Down” 
 
Required Texts (available through the campus bookstore): 
Homer, The Iliad, trans. Richmond Lattimore (Chicago)  
Homer, The Odyssey, trans. Joe Sachs (Paul Dry Books)  
**It is extremely important that you use these editions. These translations of Homer are vastly 
superior to the others, especially the free online ones. And we all need to be on the same page.    
 
Course Goals and Objectives:  
Homer is the oldest Western “writer” we know of (he only recited his poems; they weren’t writ-
ten down until centuries after his death), but he has remained amazingly “contemporary.” He not 
only created the world’s first “rock star/hero”—Achilles, who inspired Alexander the Great as 
well as every ambitious young person in antiquity—but almost all the techniques that creative 
artists have been using ever since, in dramas, novels, movies, and songs. These include: starting 
the story right in the middle of the action (instead of “once upon a time”); highlighting and close-
ups; using flashbacks to understand a character better; keeping a real moral balance between the 
antagonists (many readers find Achilles’ opponent Hector to be a more appealing character); 
never glorifying war; mixing in lots of private and domestic scenes—meaning women played 
greater roles in Homer’s stories than they would for many centuries in later Western art; invent-
ing the “anti-hero,” namely Odysseus, who saw through the demands of “heroism” and “society” 
and became an outlaw, concerned with finding out who he really was; and more.  
 
Homer is important to political theorists in another way: he carefully examines what creates 
bonds of obligation or communities among people. Coming from the 8th century BCE, Homer 
predates “racial thinking” by 2500 years. So he finds that people differ, not on account of their 
“identity” but on account of their “gods.” (The 5th century BCE historian Herodotus said Homer 
“created” the Greek gods!) He examines people, that is, on the basis of what they believe, mainly 
about justice and about virtue (whatever we ought to pursue beyond our self-interest).   
==== 
Class meets (on Zoom: no masks!) on M/W 2-3:20PM. In general, I will be sending out a set of 
Powerpoint slides each Sunday that covers the readings for the coming week. We will then spend 
our Zoom sessions together trying to understand the material (I won’t be repeating the voice-over 
lectures). Because our books are not textbooks, but creative works of art, they cannot be read in 
straight-forward fashion. They need to be interpreted—almost like de-coding. Things aren’t al-
ways what they seem. You must always be asking questions of the text: Did Homer (or the narra-
tor) say the words in question? Or did a character say them? Do the character’s actions match 
their words or promises or principles? Does Homer seem to admire the character or not?   
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As a remote class, we will be meeting on Zoom. The first few weeks will be unusual: for week 
one, we will all meet on both M/W from 2-3:20; but for Week two we will not meet on Wednes-
day (I have jury duty!) and Week three on Monday (Labor Day). So we ALL meet on class days 
the first three weeks. From then on, I’d like to divide the class into two smaller groups (I’ll do it 
alphabetically, A-L, M-Z—please write to me if you’d like an adjustment), so we can have con-
versations (I find Zoom cannot handle large groups well). Most weeks, that is, you will attend 
one of the two tutorial sessions (exceptions on the Syllabus below). I will send out a few ques-
tions for us to think about in advance—and I’ll be asking your thoughts directly in the tutorials.   
 
Course Format and Requirements: This course consists of a careful, slow, interactive reading of 
two classic epic poems. You cannot read these as you would a novel or typical “text books.”  
You must note word choice (the words “if” and “seems” are huge qualifiers!), repetitions (that 
always involve slight but important changes), and changes in description throughout the text. To 
best grasp Homer, it’s best to re-read him regularly, after the class—but certainly before you 
write on him. Classes will be a combination of lecture and discussion. Since discussion will help 
to clarify important matters for both you AND your colleagues, it is crucial both that you attend 
classes and that you read the assigned texts carefully before each class.   
 
Class Policies and Resources: 

Ø Please be on time (it takes a few minutes to log into a Zoom session)  
Ø Please keep your Zoom video ON: we all benefit from feeling a connection to one anoth-

er—it really is harder talking to a “name on a screen”! You may use a virtual background 
if you wish. (Under “settings” in Zoom, you can upload a background.)  

Ø Zoom has a “Chat” function. You’ll need to use it: (1) if you cannot hear me speaking (let 
me know by Chat), and (2) if I tell you I cannot hear you speaking (you can always ask or 
answer questions through Chat; some prefer it). Since this is a class setting, please only 
use the “everyone” address (default), not private chatting.    

Ø Unforeseen events may require a change in scheduled tests and/or classes. 
Ø You should read each of the listed chapters prior to the class they are assigned for.  
Ø If you are having any difficulties in class, contact me AT ONCE. Only then can I help 

you succeed in the course and if you wait too long it may be irreparable. 
Ø If my office hours do not work well with your schedule, I’m glad to schedule a time that 

does. You can also reach me via e-mail; be sure to identify yourself and the subject. 
 
Grade Policy: 
Your course grade will be calculated as follows (expectations for each category are below):  

Discussion Boards (1 Q, 1 250-word response each)    25% 
 Three Interpretive essays (~750 words)     30% 
 Mid-term examination (W. Oct. 21; online, after class)   20% 
 Final examination (Saturday, Dec. 5—online 8AM-5 PM)   25%   
 
Discussion Boards: Most weeks you will be asked to post one question about the text (by 11:59 
PM Monday) and one reply to one of your colleague’s questions (by 11:59PM Friday). (As you 
can guess, I’m expecting you to read the forthcoming week’s material each weekend—and re-
read key bits during the week to enable you to ask and to answer your weekly questions.) There 
will be no discussion assignments on weeks when a paper or an exam takes place. **I will drop 
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the lowest two grades for DBs. This helps most if you do them all; you may elect not to do two 
of them. 
 
Interpretive Essays (3): Each topic will be assigned at least 10 days before the due date. You 
will choose one of the topics provided and will write an interpretation of the AUTHOR’s view. 
In most cases, this means analyzing how a character is deceiving others and/or themselves! 
Sometimes a “bad” character says something true; sometimes a “good” character says something 
not so true. ***ALL written work must be completed to pass this course.*** (So it’s better to 
hand in your paper late than not at all.) I encourage you to meet with me (over Zoom) to discuss 
your papers. Discussing them prior to submitting will help organize your paper; discussing them 
afterwards will permit those with a re-writing plan to resubmit the paper for a higher grade.  
More specific information will be provided when the essays are assigned. 
 
Exams (2) will consist of short answer questions—which should be routine if you have done all 
the readings—and short essay questions—which make sure you have thought about the readings. 
The Final will be cumulative, with a stronger emphasis on the latter half of the class.  
***Final grades will NOT be rounded! 
 
Attendance Policy: Attendance is crucial for your learning and success in this class. While at-
tendance is not a graded category, unexcused absences (more than TWO) WILL be used to lower 
your grade. Anything COVID-related (caring for yourself or someone else) is excused, but 
please contact me to discuss ways of succeeding in the class. You must supply valid evidence 
(e.g., a doctor's note) for an absence to be excused. Students with a third or fourth absence will 
have their final grade reduced one-third of a grade for each of those absences. I will assign a 
"WF" or "F" grade to students with more than four absences.   
 

Tentative Schedule: 
(*Everyone must attend the first four classes) 

 
M. Aug. 24:  Introduction: Homer’s World … and Ours?  
(No DB this week)  
 

I.  Homer’s Iliad: The Meaning and Problem of Virtue 
 

W. Aug. 26: The Iliad, Book One (Achilles’ anger at Injustice)  
 
M. Aug. 31: Books Two-Four   
Discussion Board Question due Monday at 11:59PM; Response due Friday 11:59 PM.  
 
W. Sept. 2: No Class (Jury Duty)  
 
M. Sept. 7: No Class (Labor Day) NO DB THIS WEEK 
W. Sept. 9: Books Five-Eight 
 
From here on (with a few exceptions), Mondays are for A-L; Wednesdays M-Z 
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M/W. Sept. 14/16:  Books Nine-Twelve (Nine is perhaps the key Book! Why is Achilles not 
“angry” at all here?)  
 
M/W. Sept. 21/23: Books Thirteen-Sixteen  
Discussion Board Question due Monday at 11:59PM; Response due Friday 11:59 PM. 
 
M. Sept. 28: No Class (religious holiday)—Powerpoint will be available 
NO DB THIS WEEK. 
W. Sept. 30: Books Seventeen-Eighteen [*Everyone attends]  
F. Oct. 2: First Interpretive Essay [on the Iliad] due at 5 PM.  
 
M/W. Oct. 5/7: Books Nineteen-Twenty-One  
NO DB THIS WEEK  
 
M/W. Oct. 12/14: Books Twenty-Two—Twenty-Four  
Discussion Board Question due Monday at 11:59PM; Response due Friday 11:59 PM. 
 
 

II. Homer’s Odyssey: Finding Oneself 
M/W. Oct. 19/21: The Odyssey, Bk. One-Two (A-L) 
Wednesday, Oct. 21: Midterm Exam (online; noon-9 PM)  
NO DB THIS WEEK  
 
M/W. Oct. 26/28: Books Three-Six 
Discussion Board Question due Monday at 11:59PM; Response due Friday 11:59 PM. 
 
M/W. Nov. 2/4: Books Seven-Ten 
***Tuesday, Nov. 3: Don’t forget to Vote!   
 
M/W. Nov. 9/11: Books Eleven-Fourteen  
NO DB DUE THIS WEEK  
Second Interpretive Essay (on the Odyssey) Due F. Nov 13 at 5 PM.  
 
M/W. Nov. 16/18: Books Fifteen-Eighteen 
Discussion Board Question due Monday at 11:59PM; Response due Friday 11:59 PM. 
 
M/W. Nov. 23/25: Books Nineteen-Twenty-One 
NO DB DUE THIS WEEK  
 
M. Nov. 30 (everyone attends): Books Twenty-Two-Twenty-Four 
NO DB DUE THIS WEEK 
T. DEC. 1: Final Interpretive Essay Due (on either Iliad or Odyssey) due 11:59 PM 
 
W. Dec. 2: Review Session (2-3:20) 
 
M. Dec. 7: Final Exam (Open 8 AM—8 PM)  
===================== 
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You can drop classes until the tenth week (for a grade of W): information here. Please discuss 
with me or an Advisor prior to dropping—and be aware that there is a 6 class drop limit overall)  
================= 
Please see the “Start Here” module in Canvas for UNT Policies on ADA compliance, Academic 
Integrity (including Cheating and Plagiarism), and Acceptable Student Behavior.    
ODA: If you require accommodation for a disability, I am happy to oblige. In order for such ac-
commodation you must provide me with appropriate documentation from ODA before I can as-
sist you. 


